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1 Introduction

1.1 The need for a guideline

1.1.1 Background

It is well recognised that perinatal mood disorders are common conditions affecting pregnancy and the postnatal period, and are associated with significant maternal, fetal and infant morbidity and mortality.\(^1\) Inequality in maternal morbidity and mortality is recognised across a number of socioeconomic indicators, with Black women and those from minority ethnic groups being at significantly greater risk of maternal death.\(^2\) Maternal suicide remains the leading cause of maternal death, with an increase in suicide amongst teenage mothers in the United Kingdom (UK).\(^2\)

Women/birthing parents, their partners, fathers and families in Scotland are emerging from a unique time in history, namely the global COVID-19 pandemic, the recovery from which has coincided with marked rising costs of living and increasing socioeconomic pressures. Risk factors for mental illness, such as domestic violence, caring responsibilities and financial vulnerability, increased during the pandemic. At the height of the pandemic, women and birthing parents were restricted in the support they received during labour and in the early postnatal period. The early parenting experience was significantly affected by restrictions on social contact and guidance, such as mask wearing, and loss of other natural peer support networks.\(^3\)\(^-\)\(^6\) The longer-term impact of these changing circumstances on the experience of mothers, parents, infants and families remains to be fully understood, particularly with the effect of birth trauma in future pregnancies, and infant emotional, social and cognitive development.

There is increasing recognition of the needs of infants, the parent-infant relationship and fathers, partners and other caregivers, including the value of family-focused approaches. Early and timely intervention to ensure these conditions are assessed and treated appropriately is important to improve outcomes and support recovery. The majority of women/birthing parents their infants and families will have their needs met by universal services including maternity, health visiting, primary care and voluntary sector services. A smaller proportion of women/birthing parents, infants and families with more complex needs will require additional input from specialist services, such as community perinatal mental health services, maternity and neonatal psychological interventions or infant mental health services in Scotland.

Perinatal mental illnesses range from adjustment disorders to postpartum psychosis. Prevalence rates may be underestimated, as not all those who experience them present to secondary care. A study in South London estimated prevalence of those presenting with depression, anxiety disorders, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), obsessive-compulsive disorder, eating disorders or self harm of 45.1% in pregnant women under the age of 25 and 15.5% in pregnant women aged 25 or over.\(^7\)\(^-\)\(^9\) Prevalence of perinatal mental illness is rising in the UK, particularly amongst younger cohorts of women, with higher numbers of children living with maternal mental illness.\(^10\) Rates are higher amongst parents of children experiencing greater socioeconomic disadvantage, with the highest incidence reported amongst mothers of infants 0–3 months.\(^10\) This suggests that demand for perinatal mental health services is likely to continue to rise over time in Scotland.

Psychiatric admission data has long highlighted the increased risk of psychiatric admission for women in the postpartum period.\(^11\)\(^-\)\(^13\) Analysis of admission rates to psychiatric hospitals in Scotland found admissions were highest among women from the more deprived quintiles of social deprivation, although there was also an increase in relative risk for admission for
women in the most affluent quintiles in the early postpartum period. Data suggests this increased risk of readmission continues into the second postpartum year. Prospective admissions data from Denmark reported a first-time inpatient admission rate of 0.25 per 100 births in the postpartum period. For every inpatient episode, a larger number of women received outpatient review (2.5 per 100 births) and a greater number management in primary care (pharmacological intervention in primary care reported as 12 per 100 births), highlighting the importance of primary care and universal services in detecting, assessing and managing perinatal mental illness.

This guideline updates and replaces the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) Guideline 127: Perinatal mood disorders, published in 2012, addressing perinatal mental health conditions including depression, anxiety and postpartum psychosis. It extends to include a wider range of mental health conditions that women and birthing parents may experience at this unique time, to cover the assessment and management of conditions including psychological birth trauma and personality disorder (see section 1.4). It provides recommendations for screening and interventions to support recovery from perinatal mental illness, including those focusing on the mother-infant relationship.

1.1.2 Terminology

The guideline recognises that people have diverse gender and sexual identities. Gender and sexual diversity refers to diversities of sex characteristics, sexual orientation and gender identity and includes people identifying as lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, intersex, queer, non-binary, asexual and pansexual.

This guideline uses the terms ‘woman’ or ‘mother’ or ‘birthing parent’ throughout. This should be taken to include people who do not identify as women, or who identify as gestational fathers or birthing parents or have given birth. The term birthing parent refers to the parent who has given birth. This guideline uses the terms ‘breastfeeding’ throughout. This should be taken to include people who are chest feeding.

This guideline is based on published research from the population of women who have undergone pregnancy and childbirth. The evidence base has limited information about the experience of gestational or birthing parents that do not identify as women, with therefore limited information about whether these guidelines are equally applicable. Where the guideline is quoting directly from a study, the population description used by the study, usually women, is used. However, the editorial team, by including diverse parents in our guideline definition acknowledged the importance of inclusive approaches to ensuring mental health needs are assessed, identified and treated appropriately, while recognising the limited and absent evidence base in this field.

While the guideline may also be generally relevant to adoptive parents with an infant under the age of one, it does not include separate specific recommendations for this population, which may have additional needs. Readers are recommended to look at other sources of relevant information for this population.

1.1.3 Service provision

It has been over 10 years since the publication of SIGN 127: Management of perinatal mood disorders (2012). SIGN 127, and reports by Galloway and Hogg and the Mental Welfare Commission in 2016 influenced the need for community perinatal mental health services. A Perinatal Mental Health Clinical Managed Network (PMHCN) was established in 2017. In collaboration with the Scottish Government it recommended an increase in mother and baby beds and three models of community care based on yearly live birth rates within each health board. This changed the Scottish landscape for care provision for women/birthing parents with
mental health wellbeing needs through to specialist secondary care. The development, delivery, and sustainability of perinatal and infant mental health services within mother and baby units (MBU), community and third sector services were overseen by the newly founded Perinatal and Infant Mental Health Programme Board in 2019.

The Women’s and Families Maternal Mental Health Pledge was coproduced by the Change Agents from Maternal Mental Health Scotland (now known as Parent Infant Mental Health Scotland (PIMHs)) and people with lived experience and has eight asks. The Pledge ensured that lived experience was not only at the heart of new and expanding services but also that a holistic family approach would be sustained by informing outcome measures for service delivery.\(^{18}\)

While all Scottish health boards now have perinatal community services these developments have gone beyond perinatal services with the inclusion of maternity neonatal psychological interventions and infant mental health services.

The perinatal managed clinical network has developed five national pathways:\(^{19}\)

1. Preconception advice for women with pre-existing severe or complex mental health problems.
2. Psychological interventions for women with common or mild-to-moderate mental health problems. Referral can be to the Maternal and Neonatal Psychological Interventions service, primary care or third sector organisations.
3. Specialist assessment and intervention for women with severe or complex mental health problems (such as community mental health services).
4. Admission to a mother and baby unit.
5. Specialist assessment and intervention for mother-infant relationship difficulties.

There has been a growth in infant mental health services in Scotland. The scoping paper Wellbeing for Wee Ones highlights the importance of the infant and helped shaped the Scottish landscape for infant mental health services.\(^{20}\) The Infant Pledge is written from the perspective of the infant and puts emphasis on what the infant can expect to ensure the infant is seen as an individual, what is expected from their important adults and what is everyone’s responsibility towards the infant.\(^{21}\) The Scottish Model of Infant Participation is based on Article 12 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child with a focus on space and voice, to allow the infant to express their views, and audience and influence, which relate to the right to have their views given due weight.\(^{21}\)

Within Scotland professionals have a corporate parenting responsibility to all children. During the perinatal period women/birthing parents will come into contact with universal, third sector, primary and secondary care services providing the opportunity for collaboration between professional groups, and allowing a focus on early intervention and prevention. While extending beyond the perinatal period, the Scottish Framework, which includes Getting it Right for Every Child (GIRFEC), My World Triangle and the Safe, Healthy, Achieving, Nurtured, Active, Respected, Responsible and Included (SHANARRI) indicators, ensure a shared language between all professionals working with children.\(^{18}\) In response to the known failures of the Scottish care system, The Promise has been built on five foundations: family, voice, care, people and scaffolding. The Promise aims for care-experienced children and young people to grow up to be loved, safe and respected.\(^{22}\)

To address the educational needs of a newly developing and expanding workforce NHS Education for Scotland (NES), the managed clinical network, and PIMHS have coproduced a perinatal curricular framework, with a training plan covering third sector to specialist services, including perinatal and infant mental health.\(^{23,24}\)
The development of these new services, trauma-informed care, self management, Realistic Medicine and the Nursing 2030 Vision have reinforced the need to review the SIGN guideline to reflect the developing evidence base and best practice in this field.25

The Scottish mental health and wellbeing strategy (2023) endorses the life-stage model. Preconception and perinatal mental health care are embedded within the model with recognition that life stages can have a significant impact on relationships, physical and mental health. The strategy highlights the need for good mental health before birth and during the perinatal period embedding the importance of early intervention and preventative care.26

1.2 Core principles of provision of care in the perinatal period

The women and families maternal mental health pledge sets out eight core principles that women and their families can expect of care in NHSScotland:27

I expect that:

1. I am fully involved, and at the centre of my care, so that I have the information I need to make the best decisions for me, my pregnancy and my infant’s future health
2. I can be confident that staff who assess and care for me will have the appropriate level of knowledge and skills
3. I will receive preconception and pregnancy advice and care if I have a pre-existing mental health problem
4. I will receive expert advice and care about my maternal mental health when I require it, wherever I live in Scotland
5. I will have rapid access to talking therapies during my pregnancy and postnatal period
6. I can openly discuss my maternal mental health without fear of stigma or of being judged
7. My family are given the information and support they need to help me and to get help for themselves
8. I can be confident that my baby will have parents who are supported with their mental health.

1.3 Remit of the guideline

1.3.1 Overall objectives

This guideline updates SIGN 127: Perinatal mood disorders. It includes screening and treatment for women/birthing parents at risk of, or experiencing, a mental health condition during or in the 12-month period after pregnancy. It covers women/birthing parents with a history of, or experiencing, one or more of the following:

- anxiety disorders, including generalised anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), psychological birth trauma and PTSD
- mood disorders, including depression and bipolar affective disorder
- postpartum psychosis and management of psychosis in the perinatal period
- borderline personality disorder.

The guideline follows the Centre of Perinatal Excellence (COPE) evidence review and grouping of disorders into anxiety and depressive disorders, psychological birth trauma, and women with severe mental illnesses: schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and postpartum psychosis, borderline personality disorder.28 Professionals may wish to refer to published diagnostic classification systems, such as the International Classification of Diseases, 11th edition (ICD-11), for detailed information about diagnostic categories and criteria.29
The remit does not include the management of pregnancy loss, miscarriage, stillbirth or neonatal death. Advice on this is available in guidance from the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)\textsuperscript{30} and the National Bereavement Care Pathway.

The needs of fathers, non-birthing parents and partners are increasingly recognised, both in terms of the need to improve understanding of how their role can impact perinatal mental health and infant outcomes and to consider their own mental health needs during the perinatal period.\textsuperscript{31} While the scope of this guideline is to focus on the needs of birthing parents, increasingly services are recognising their role in signposting fathers, non-birthing parents and partners where additional support is required and the importance of their role in wider care planning and the provision of family-focused care and family-based interventions.\textsuperscript{31,32} Signposting to organisations that can offer support is available in the shared decision-making toolkit.

The evidence review supporting the recommendations is based on a definition of the postnatal period as up to 12 months after pregnancy. Some people require and receive support from perinatal mental health services for longer than the 12-month postnatal period, and in some areas of the UK services are extended to 24 months. Other services, such as infant mental health and third sector services, may work with women and their families within different time frames.

1.3.2 Target users of the guideline

This guideline will be of interest to people working in primary care, maternity, health visiting, family nurse partnerships, community health settings, mental health services and the third sector. It is relevant to perinatal mental health services, maternity and neonatal psychological services, infant mental health services and specialist MBUs. It will be useful to women/birthing parents and other parents, carers and the full range of professionals that may have contact with women/birthing parents and their families during the perinatal journey. This may include family nurse practitioners, general practitioners (GPs), health visitors, midwives, nursery nurses, nurses, obstetricians, occupational therapists, pharmacists, psychiatrists, psychologists, psychotherapists, social workers, and people with a perinatal mental health disorder and their partners. This is not designed to be an exhaustive list, but illustrative of the range of relevant professionals and individuals that may find this guideline useful.

Users of this guideline will find it useful to cross-reference to the Centre of Perinatal Excellence (COPE) guideline, Mental Health Care in the Perinatal Period: Australian Clinical Practice Guideline (2023) on which the recommendations are based and adapted to the Scottish context (see section 9.1).\textsuperscript{28}

1.3.3 Lived experience perspective

People with lived experience may have different perspectives on healthcare processes and outcomes from those of healthcare professionals. The involvement of people with lived experience in guideline development is therefore important to ensure that guidelines reflect their needs and concerns and address issues that matter to them.

Common themes raised by groups and organisations as part of this process included:

- equity of access to services for people living in remote and rural areas and people who require information in another language
- the mental health of fathers and birth partners as well as mothers and birthing parents
- the needs of people who are neurodivergent
• the need for preconception and antenatal care, particularly for people who have experienced perinatal mental health conditions in the past, have bipolar disorder, or are experiencing tokophobia
• advice to support an informed choice on breastfeeding and support if breastfeeding needs to stop.

1.3.4 Equality
An equality impact assessment for the development of this guideline is available in the supporting material section for this guideline on the SIGN website, www.sign.ac.uk

1.3.5 Shared decision-making toolkit
A shared decision-making toolkit based on the recommendations in this guideline is available from the SIGN website, www.sign.ac.uk and to download as an app from https://rightdecisions.scot.nhs.uk.

The toolkit provides an interpretation of the recommendations into plain language for use by healthcare professionals, pregnant women/birthing parents and their partners to support shared decision making and self help with perinatal mental health conditions. Sources of further information and organisations who provide support for pregnant women/birthing parents and their partners with perinatal mental wellbeing are signposted in the toolkit.

1.4 Mental health conditions in the perinatal period
This section provides a brief summary of relevant definitions, conditions and disorders that may arise in the perinatal period. It does not aim to summarise all the relevant epidemiological evidence, which is continually evolving and readers are recommended to refer to the literature referenced throughout this guideline and elsewhere, and other relevant diagnostic coding tools where appropriate.

1.4.1 Antenatal, postnatal and perinatal period definitions
In this guideline the antenatal period is defined as the time from conception to childbirth, the postnatal period as that from childbirth to the end of the first postnatal year, and the perinatal period as an overarching term encompassing both. Although for disorders arising later in the first postnatal year, childbirth is less likely to act as a direct precipitant, our understanding of the importance, to both parent and infant, of early detection and intervention justifies the broad time period.

1.4.2 Baby blues and baby pinks
‘Baby blues’ describes the emotionally labile state experienced by the majority of women following childbirth. Commonly presenting on the second or third postnatal day, it normally resolves by the fifth day with regular professional support and reassurance.

Some women experience transient experiences of elated mood or ‘baby pinks’, with features in common with hypomania, defined as ‘transient subclinical phenomenon, distinct from the blues which frequently occurs in the first postpartum week and may be related to later depression’. In a small group of women, these features may herald the onset of more significant illness, such as postpartum psychosis.

1.4.3 Anxiety disorders
Anxiety disorders during the perinatal period (including generalised anxiety disorder (GAD), OCD, panic disorder, and PTSD) are as prevalent as depression, ranging from 4.5–15%. Prevalence rates for anxiety are higher during pregnancy (15–20% compared with 10% in the...
postnatal period). Prevalence increases across trimesters, with a mean prevalence of 25% in the third trimester.

**Obsessive-compulsive disorder**

Prevalence of OCD is higher during the perinatal period with rates during the antenatal period estimated as 2.07% and slightly higher postpartum (2.43%) compared to the general population (1.08%). Obsessional thoughts (unwanted intrusive thoughts) are more likely to focus on concern about harm occurring towards the infant, particularly in the postpartum period. Fears of contamination may be more prominent during pregnancy, and cleaning and checking compulsions may dominate. Obsessions may also occur as part of other perinatal mood disorders, such as anxiety and depression, and may present as part of relapse of pre-existing OCD or for the first time during the perinatal period.

**Post-traumatic stress disorder and birth trauma**

Childbirth is known to be associated with increased risk of PTSD. While one in three women report a traumatic childbirth experience, a smaller number will go on to experience difficulties in keeping with a clinical condition. Prevalence studies have indicated about 3% of women during pregnancy and 4% of women postpartum have PTSD, with rates up to 18.5% being reported in high-risk groups, such as women who experience serious complications during pregnancy or childbirth, including premature birth, emergency Caesarean section, or after stillbirth. Post-traumatic stress disorder may be childbirth-related, associated with other stressors, or be present in the context of previous childhood trauma or complex PTSD. Comorbidity with other conditions such as anxiety and depression is high.

While only a small number of women reach the full diagnostic criteria for PTSD, others experience birth trauma where they are affected by partial symptomology which can have a considerable impact on their quality of life. The term psychological birth trauma captures a wider definition of experience, outside of a specific clinical disorder such as PTSD, and recognises that psychological birth trauma is related to a number of factors including experience of care rather than medical complexity of childbirth (see section 5).

**1.4.4 Mood disorders**

**Depressive disorders**

Depressive disorders range from mild to severe and symptoms are similar in the perinatal period to those at other times, although it is important to distinguish symptoms from normal physiological changes during pregnancy. Depression is less likely to be detected and treated in pregnancy, although a significant proportion (33%) of postpartum depression starts antenatally. Prevalence rates for depression vary between the antenatal and postnatal periods, with international studies reporting rates ranging from 5–33% and 10–15% respectively. Persistence of depression beyond the first postnatal year has been found in about 30% of women, and there are high risks of relapse in future both within and outwith the perinatal period, highlighting the importance of timely intervention.

**Bipolar affective disorder**

The risks of relapse for women or birthing parents with a pre-existing bipolar affective disorder vary according to their subtype of the disorder. Bipolar affective disorder type I and schizoaffective disorder carry the greatest risk of postpartum psychosis. Bipolar affective disorder type II carries a lower, but still increased, risk. There is also a significantly elevated risk of postpartum depression. Cessation of mood-stabilising treatments, such as lithium, in the early stages of pregnancy is known to increase risk of relapse in pregnancy and the postpartum period. For a small group of women, experiencing an episode of a major psychiatric illness (requiring specialist support) for the first time in the first 14 days postpartum may lead to later onset of bipolar affective disorder.
1.4.5 Complex and severe mental illness

Complex or severe mental illnesses may be associated with significant disability, duration of illness, impact and vulnerability to relapse. While there is variation in how these disorders are defined as a group, in this guideline they refer to the complex group of mental illnesses including bipolar affective disorder and psychotic illnesses including schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder. Readers are recommended to consult international diagnostic criteria, such as the ICD-11, for specific diagnostic criteria.29

Women/birthing parents experiencing these conditions require access to preconceptual review by specialist services and careful multidisciplinary care planning.50

Postpartum psychosis

Postpartum psychosis is the most serious mental health complication that may start for the first time after childbirth, affecting about 1 in 1,000 women after childbirth.51 While women/birthing parents with pre-existing bipolar affective disorder and schizoaffective disorder are at particular risk of this postpartum complication, for a significant minority it may be their first episode of major mental illness. Understanding regarding the aetiology of postpartum psychosis, and the neurobiological factors involved, including hormonal changes, immunological dysfunction, circadian rhythm disruption (eg prolonged sleep deprivation during labour) and predisposing genetic factors, including specific chromosomal associations, is growing.51-53

In the majority of cases postpartum psychosis is a severe affective psychosis of acute onset, temporally linked to the postnatal period, and typically presenting in the early postnatal period, usually within the first month.53 It often presents as a mixed-affective, schizoaffective or manic state, with prominent confusion and fluctuating symptoms, but depressive and schizophrenia-like presentations may also occur. There is increasing evidence of a close link with bipolar affective disorder.51 This guideline has chosen to adopt the term ‘postpartum’ rather than ‘puerperal’.

Other psychotic illnesses, including schizoaffective disorder and schizophrenia

Women with complex mental illnesses, such as other psychotic disorders, including schizophrenia and schizoaffective disorder, may have a number of vulnerabilities that require consideration in the perinatal period.50

Women who experience affective psychosis as part of an illness, including schizoaffective disorder may be similarly at higher risk of postpartum psychosis.57,53

Hospital readmission in the postpartum period for women with schizophrenia appears less immediately temporally related to childbirth, although has been found to increase over time, and may be more consistent with the impact of adaptation to parenthood, compared to bipolar affective disorder. Cohort data suggests that women with schizophrenia, may be at higher risk of adverse obstetric and neonatal outcomes.50,54

1.4.6 Borderline personality disorder

Borderline personality disorder (BPD) is a complex psychiatric disorder marked by significant affective instability and difficulties with interpersonal functioning. It is a diagnosis that can be surrounded by stigma, and is often underdiagnosed in the general population.55

Terminology relating to personality disorders varies with classification system and approach used. This guideline uses the terminology used by the COPE review, borderline personality disorder. Other classification systems have included terms such as emotionally unstable personality disorder (ICD-10), revised to borderline personality disorder (ICD-11).29
Women with BPD have been found to be less likely to engage with antenatal care services. They are at greater risk of a wide range of adverse physiological and psychosocial outcomes in the perinatal period compared to those without BPD. Among non-clinical populations in international studies, prevalence rates of borderline personality features (BPF) during pregnancy ranged from 6.9–26.7%, while rates of BPD across the perinatal period ranged from 0.7–1.7%. Among clinical or treatment-seeking populations, rates of BPF and BPD across the perinatal period spanned 9.7–34% and 2.0–35.2%, respectively, with a pooled prevalence rate of BPD in clinical populations during the perinatal period of 14%

Women or birthing parents with BPD are at increased risk of other perinatal mental illnesses, such as anxiety and depression, and may have an increased risk of experiencing higher rates of parenting stress. There may be increased risk of impact on the parent-infant relationship and infant outcomes, and of intergenerational transfer of mental health difficulties.

1.4.7 Eating disorders

The prevalence of disordered eating based on screening tools has been estimated as 5% antenatally and 12.8% postpartum with a smaller number of women experiencing a specific eating disorder, such as binge eating disorder (5%), bulimia nervosa (0.95%) or anorexia nervosa (0.09%). Eating disorders during the perinatal period have been associated with increased risk of intrauterine growth restriction, maternal anaemia, and infant feeding difficulties.

Management of women or birthing parents with eating disorders during the perinatal period is addressed in SIGN 164: Eating disorders.

1.4.8 Maternal suicide and other risks

Maternal suicide remains the leading cause of direct deaths occurring within a year after the end of pregnancy in the UK. Suicide rates have increased three-fold since 2017, particularly amongst younger mothers. Risk factors for suicide are discussed in section 2.6.

1.4.9 The parent-infant relationship, perinatal mental illness and infant mental health

An infant’s emotional life begins in pregnancy. The UK-wide 1,001 Days Critical Manifesto demonstrates that the early days in an infant’s life are critical for optimal biological, emotional and social development. Relationships with caregivers and the environment are crucial to shape this stage of development. There is a complex relationship between maternal mental illness, the maternal-infant relationship and infant outcomes with a number of mediating and moderating influences in the antenatal and postnatal period. Protective factors and good relationships may help protect against biological stress responses to early adversity. Early mother-infant relationships are foundational for the development of an infant’s early emotional regulation and adaptive functioning. They serve as a blueprint for future relationships. Impaired attachment can predispose a child to future mental health problems. It is important to give the infant a voice from pregnancy and treat them as individuals who do not exist in isolation. They are dependent upon consistent and attuned caregiving from their caregivers. Their early experience of being cared for will also influence their caregiving style once they are adults.

Infant welfare and child protection

While working with women or birthing parents who are experiencing perinatal mental illness it is important that all agencies work together and that families are listened to and consulted and given the necessary information, support and help required. Professionals working with, or who come into contact with, children have an ethical, professional and statutory responsibility to safeguard and promote their welfare, ensuring that they are healthy, happy and protected from harm. Children and their families should receive help and support to ensure that the child is appropriately cared for and protected.
Perinatal mental health conditions

Perinatal mental illness, in some cases, may also be associated with concern relating to the welfare of the unborn child or infant, with a small but significant number of women who experience perinatal mental illness being at direct risk of adverse outcomes, such as neonaticide and infanticide. A wider number of families may face a range of adversities that may compromise child welfare, such as domestic violence and substance misuse, necessitating additional support from children's services and safeguarding supports.

Health and social care professionals should be alert to signs of abuse and neglect and follow procedures to ensure that children receive effective support and protection, in line with the National Guidance for Child Protection in Scotland.

This guideline does not consider the risks relating to pregnancy denial, which is associated with health consequences for both mother and infant, or the specific risks relating to neonaticide.

1.5 Sociocultural considerations

Perinatal mental health services serve diverse communities in Scotland, which may have distinct cultural or religious beliefs and traditions relating to pregnancy, childbirth and the early postpartum period as well as child rearing, with a need for services to provide culturally informed and competent care that respects and works collaboratively with diverse parents and their families.

Stigma remains a significant barrier to women/birthing parents and families reaching for help and may be increased in some populations, such as amongst racialised, gender and sexual minority families.

Racialised minorities (people who are an actual or perceived member of a group subject to a racialisation process, being affected by racism or discrimination, including people of colour, Black and Brown persons and non-white persons) are at increased risk of experiencing racism including within the healthcare setting, which may contribute to mental health difficulties directly, delays in accessing care and response to treatment, requiring the delivery of antiracist mental healthcare which requires redress at individual, strategic and systemic levels. Migrants including refugees and asylum seekers may have particular needs that require specific support and are at increased risk of mental illness.

UK service-use data has highlighted that minoritised and racialised groups had less access to community mental health services and were more likely to receive inpatient care under the Mental Health Act. Barriers to care may include lack of awareness of services, under-reporting of difficulties and missed opportunities for intervention, language barriers, different cultural explanatory models of illness, expectations of help as well as a lack of understanding of the health care system.

Gender and sexual diversity refers to diversities of sex characteristics, sexual orientation and gender identity and includes people identifying as lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, intersex, queer, non-binary, asexual and pansexual.

There is increasing awareness of the need to understand the experiences of families where there is sexual and gender diversity, yet this remains an under-researched area that requires further attention.

1.5.1 Intimate partner violence

The Lancet Commission on Intimate Partner Violence and Mental Health in 2022 highlighted the high prevalence of intimate partner violence experienced by women, with a global estimate that 27% of women and girls aged 15 years or over have experienced physical or
sexual intimate partner violence. These rates are increased amongst those women who access mental health services and other vulnerable groups, such as sexual and gendered minorities, people with disabilities, migrants and people from marginalised ethnic or indigenous groups. Exposure to intimate partner violence (IPV) increases the likelihood of developing mental health problems, suicidality and attempting suicide across the life course. While IPV is endemic, it is not inevitable and particular points within the life course, such as the perinatal period, may present opportunities for identification, intervention and prevention. Support from health and social care professionals may help break the silence, with the need for gender-sensitive, trauma-informed and coproduced services that consider intersectional needs in the context of cumulative vulnerability, alongside wider societal and cultural change and legal protections.

1.6 Comorbidities

There are common comorbidities and coexisting health issues which should be considered when managing people with perinatal mental health disorders. Specific recommendations on these conditions have not been included in this guidance, but should follow other relevant guidelines.

1.6.1 Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder

The overall prevalence of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) in the general population is estimated at 5%, with about 2.5% of adults affected, with a rise in the number of women of childbearing age being treated for ADHD. The evidence regarding the safety of treatments for ADHD during the perinatal period is not yet established, with a small number overall of women taking these medications. This guideline does not include the management of ADHD during the perinatal period. Guidance regarding the management of ADHD in adults is available from the NICE guideline, NG87:

1.6.2 Intellectual disability

People with intellectual disability may experience perinatal mental illness and have specific parenting needs. While this guideline may be relevant to this population, it does not make specific recommendations for this population group.

1.6.3 Autism spectrum disorder

The identification of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) in women and girls is gaining increasing attention. Women and birthing parents with ASD report challenges with social interaction and heightened sensory perception, which may pose particular difficulties during pregnancy, childbirth and in parenting. This guideline does not include management of ASD during the perinatal period. National guidance is available from SIGN 145:

1.6.4 Substance misuse

Women with pre-existing mental health and substance misuse disorders are also more likely to experience obstetric and neonatal complications and adverse outcomes including maternal death as a result of non-psychiatric causes. Management of people with substance abuse during pregnancy is addressed in NICE guideline 110:

Service provision is addressed in the Perinatal Mental Health Network Scotland report Supporting Women Reducing Harm.
1.7 Prescribing in the perinatal period

Globally, prescribing in the perinatal period is rising, with a significant increase in the number of women taking antidepressants recorded in the past decade, particularly amongst younger mothers. The overall prevalence rate for use of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors, the most common antidepressant class, is about 3%, with significant regional variation. About half of women choose to stop the use of antidepressant therapy during pregnancy.

Optimal dose management of psychotropic medication during pregnancy can significantly reduce the risk of relapse of mood disorders such as bipolar affective disorder.

Careful consideration relating to the benefits and risks of medication is required during pregnancy and for breastfeeding parents. There are inherent challenges to assessing the evidence base relating to the use of prescribed medication during the perinatal period and this evidence base continues to evolve, with a need for clinicians to be kept updated regarding new information relating to potential impact on the developing fetus or newborn infant.

See section 3.7 for information on the general principles of prescribing.

1.7.1 Neonatal adaptation syndrome

Neonatal adaptation syndrome refers to a cluster of symptoms in the neonate including irritability, sleep disturbance, persistent crying, tachypnoea, hypoglycaemia, poor thermal regulation, and occasionally seizures, which has been related to the use of psychotropic medication in pregnancy. The condition is varyingly referred to as poor neonatal adaptation, neonatal withdrawal or neonatal abstinence syndrome. There is uncertainty whether it is, in all cases, caused by withdrawal, or whether it may be related to excess of the relevant drug in the neonate. For this reason, the guideline has chosen a term which does not ascribe causality.

1.8 Statement of intent

This guideline is not intended to be construed or to serve as a standard of care. Standards of care are determined on the basis of all clinical data available for an individual case and are subject to change as scientific knowledge and technology advance and patterns of care evolve. Adherence to guideline recommendations will not ensure a successful outcome in every case, nor should they be construed as including all proper methods of care or excluding other acceptable methods of care aimed at the same results.

The ultimate judgement must be made by the appropriate healthcare professional(s) responsible for clinical decisions regarding a particular clinical procedure or treatment plan. This judgement should only be arrived at through a process of shared decision making with the patient, covering the diagnostic and treatment choices available. It is advised, however, that significant departures from the national guideline or any local guidelines derived from it should be documented in the patient’s medical records at the time the relevant decision is taken.

1.8.1 Influence of financial and other interests

It has been recognised that financial or academic interests may have an influence on the interpretation of evidence from clinical studies.

It is not possible to completely eliminate any possible bias from these sources, nor even to quantify the degree of bias with any certainty. SIGN requires that all those involved in the work of guideline development should declare all financial and academic interests, whether direct or indirect, annually for as long as they are actively working with the organisation. By being explicit about the influences to which contributors are subjected, SIGN acknowledges the risk of bias and makes it possible for guideline users or reviewers to assess for themselves how likely
it is that the conclusions and guideline recommendations are based on a biased interpretation of the evidence.

Signed copies of declaration of interests forms are retained by the SIGN Executive and are available on request.

1.8.2 Prescribing of licensed medicines outwith their marketing authorisation

Recommendations within this guideline are based on the best clinical evidence. Some recommendations may be for medicines prescribed outwith the marketing authorisation (MA) also known as product licence. This is known as 'off-label' use.

Medicines may be prescribed 'off label' in the following circumstances:

- for an indication not specified within the MA
- for administration via a different route
- for administration of a different dose
- for a different patient population.

An unlicensed medicine is a medicine which does not have MA for medicinal use in humans. Generally 'off-label' prescribing of medicines becomes necessary if the clinical need cannot be met by licensed medicines within the MA. Such use should be supported by appropriate evidence and experience.

“Prescribing medicines outside the conditions of their MA alters (and probably increases) the prescribers’ professional responsibility and potential liability.”

The General Medical Council (GMC) recommends that when prescribing a medicine ‘off label’, doctors should:

- be satisfied that there is no suitably licensed medicine that will meet the patient’s need
- be satisfied that there is sufficient evidence or experience of using the medicine to show its safety and efficacy
- take responsibility for prescribing the medicine and for overseeing the patient’s care, including monitoring the effects of the medicine, and any follow-up treatment, or ensure that arrangements are made for another suitable doctor to do so
- make a clear, accurate and legible record of all medicines prescribed and, when not following common practice, the reasons for prescribing an unlicensed medicine.

Non-medical and medical prescribers should ensure that they are familiar with the legislative framework and the Royal Pharmaceutical Society’s Competency Framework for all Prescribers.

Prior to any prescribing, the licensing status of a medication should be checked in the summary of product characteristics (https://www.medicines.org.uk/emc). The prescriber must be competent, operate within the professional code of ethics of their statutory bodies and the prescribing practices of their employers.
2 Screening and assessment

Early intervention and prevention of mental illness are core to antenatal and postnatal care. There is no overall certainty that screening tools detect mental illness as the evidence for all screening tests is rated as low quality. Screening for mental health problems in the antenatal or postnatal period is not currently recommended in the UK, but screening tools can support the decision-making process. Health for All Children (Hall 4) advises that the Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) may be used as a checklist as part of a mood assessment for ante and postnatal mothers/birthing parents, alongside professional judgement and clinical interview. While a barrier to screening is stigma associated with mental health treatment during the perinatal period, screening may help to begin discussions about perinatal mental health, especially for members of racialised and minority ethnic groups who experience significant healthcare disparities.

The recommendations in the COPE guideline are based on the use of the EPDS and Antenatal Risk Questionnaire (ANRQ) as an opportunity to understand the mother-infant and partner relationship. Women/birthing parents should also be screened for birth trauma in the perinatal period. Before screening and psychosocial assessment clinicians need to consider acceptability, mode, and environment in which screening for women/birthing parents takes place, including safety, if others are present. Women/birthing parents should also be made aware of confidentiality, sharing of information and informed consent.

The aim of initial screening undertaken by GPs, maternity services, family nurse practitioners, health visitors or other non-secondary care services is to identify women/birthing parents who may benefit from help with their distress or symptoms, or who need further assessment for a possible psychiatric condition. They are not diagnostic and all screening tools should be used along with clinical judgement. Before using any screening tool, the clinician must ensure that the tool is validated and that they possess the correct knowledge and skills to provide appropriate ongoing care. NHS Education for Scotland provides publicly available education for anyone working with women/birthing parents in the perinatal period, and health boards and services should determine their own training needs. Clinical supervision for professionals administering screening tools is recommended and should be implemented as per each organisation’s policy.

There should be robust pathways for any follow up and support required as a consequence of screening. In Scotland, services should follow the five national pathways (see section 1.1.3). Pathways or referral to services to support a pregnant woman/birthing parent with comorbidities, such as an eating disorder, should also be considered.

Screening and support for fathers and non-birthing partners was not part of the remit of this guideline. A directory of organisations that can provide support is available through the Father’s Network Scotland.

See section 3 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

CBR All health professionals providing care in the perinatal period should receive training in parent-centred communication skills, psychosocial assessment and inclusive care.

CBR The administration of a screening tool is part of a multicomponent approach that must involve clinical judgement, clear protocols for further assessment of women who screen positive and appropriate care pathways.
Good practice point based on the expert opinion of the guideline development group:

**GPP** Clinical supervision of healthcare professionals administering the tool is recommended, as part of standard supportive clinical supervision, until the healthcare professional gains confidence and expertise.

See section 8 of the [COPE guideline](#) for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

**GPP** At every antenatal or postnatal visit, enquire about the woman/birthing parent's emotional wellbeing, and the wellbeing of their partner if appropriate.

**GPP** Provide parents in the perinatal period with support for integrating healthy behaviours in their daily lives, and where appropriate access to evidence-based physical activity, healthy eating and/or sleep programmes. For birth partners this may entail signposting to sources of further support. See the shared decision-making toolkit.

See section 10.1 of the [COPE guideline](#) for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

**CBR** Provide all women/birthing parents with information about the importance of enquiring about and seeking support with any mental health problems that might arise across the perinatal period.

**GPP** If a woman/birthing parent agrees, provide information to and involve their significant other(s) in discussions about her/their emotional wellbeing and care throughout the perinatal period.

### 2.1 Screening for depressive disorders

See section 4.1 of the [COPE guideline](#) for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

**EBR** Administer the EPDS to screen women/birthing parents for a possible depressive disorder in the antenatal and postnatal period.

**EBR** Arrange a further assessment of perinatal women/birthing parents with an EPDS score of 13 or more.

**CBR** For women/birthing parents with a positive score of 1 or above for Question 10 on the EPDS, undertake or arrange further assessment and if there is any disclosure of suicidal ideation, take further action in accordance with local policy.

**CBR** Complete the first antenatal screening as early as practical in pregnancy and repeat screening at least once later in pregnancy.

**CBR** Complete the first postnatal screening 6–12 weeks after birth and repeat at least once in the first postnatal year.

**CBR** For a woman/birthing parent with an EPDS score of 10–12, monitor and repeat assessment with the EPDS in 2–4 weeks' time. Use clinical judgement in planning, monitoring and further care.

**CBR** Repeat assessment with the EPDS at any time in pregnancy and in the first postnatal year if clinically indicated.
2.2 Screening for anxiety disorders

See section 4.3 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

CBR Be aware that anxiety disorder is very common in the perinatal period and should be considered in the broader clinical assessment.

CBR As part of the clinical assessment, use anxiety items from the EPDS or other validated tools that include anxiety items and relevant items in structured psychosocial assessment tools.

2.3 Screening for birth trauma

See section 14.1 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

In a consensus-based recommendation the COPE guideline suggests using the Postnatal Risk Questionnaire to screen for birth trauma. The SIGN guideline development group considered that this tool is for psychosocial risk factors known to be associated with the onset of perinatal mental disorders, in particular perinatal depression and anxiety disorders, not birth trauma or PTSD. It was considered that the City Birth Trauma Screening Tool would be more appropriate. It is available free of charge for clinical use and in multiple languages.

While it was agreed that 3 months from the onset of post-traumatic symptoms was a reasonable time to wait before referral to mental health professionals for further assessment and care, this should involve good supportive conversations and monitoring in case there is a rapid deterioration in the women/birthing parent’s mental health and earlier referral is required.

CBR Use the City Birth Trauma Screening Tool to gain knowledge about a woman/birthing parent’s risk of experiencing birth as traumatic.

CBR If post-traumatic symptoms persist beyond 3 months, consider referral to appropriate mental health professionals for further assessment/care.

Good practice points based on the expert opinion of the guideline development group:

GPP All health professionals providing ongoing care should use watchful waiting during the 3-month period, as there can be rapid deterioration, and refer earlier if necessary.

GPP Consider whether the birthing partner may also be traumatised and a holistic approach to care is needed.

2.4 Screening for postpartum psychosis/predicting severe mental illness

The following risk factors are associated with postpartum psychosis:

- pre-existing psychotic illness (especially bipolar disorder)\textsuperscript{13,100}
- personal history of postpartum psychosis\textsuperscript{100}
- family history of affective psychosis\textsuperscript{101,102}
The following recommendations were agreed by the guideline development group:

**EBR** Ask pregnant women/birthing parents about personal history of postpartum psychosis, other psychotic disorders (especially bipolar affective disorder and schizophrenia), and severe depressive disorder.

**EBR** All pregnant women/birthing parents should be asked about family history of bipolar or postpartum psychosis.

**GPP** Any significant and unexpected change in mental state in late pregnancy or the early postnatal period should be closely monitored and should prompt referral to mental health services and prioritisation for further assessment.

### 2.5 Awareness of borderline personality disorder

Borderline personality disorder is a long-term, complex condition. There is no validated screening tool for identifying BPD. Women/birthing parents may have contact with a range of professionals and may be managed in primary care or other services, such as community mental health teams. Women/birthing parents with emotional dysregulation may experience particular difficulties with the parent-infant relationship and early assessment of the mother-infant interaction and relationship may be advisable where indicated, with appropriate early intervention as required (see section 2.7).

### 2.6 Assessment of risk of suicide

See section 7.2 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

Advice on risk reduction of suicide is available in Scotland’s Suicide Prevention Strategy. Following a review of lessons learned from maternal deaths in the UK, red flags were developed to prompt referral for urgent specialist psychiatric assessment. These are reviewed regularly as new evidence emerges and reported by Mothers and Babies: Reducing Risk through Audits and Confidential Enquiries across the UK (MBRACCE-UK).

If a mother/birthing parent is at risk of suicide it is recommended to have a safety plan in place to support them. Developing a safety plan involves assisting the woman/birthing parent to identify:

- warning signs that she/they may be at risk of imminent suicide (e.g., feeling trapped, worthless or hopeless)
- actions to protect herself/themself and the infant
- internal coping strategies that decrease the level of risk
- people within the her/their network who can assist in times of need
- health professionals and agencies that can be contacted for help.

**GPP** When a woman/birthing parent is identified as at risk of suicide, manage immediate risk, arrange for urgent mental health assessment and consider support and treatment options.
Perinatal mental health conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPP</th>
<th>Refer to the MBRACCE-UK red flag signs for severe maternal mental illness to identify women/birthing parents who require urgent senior psychiatric assessment, for example:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- recent significant change in mental state or emergence of new symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- new thoughts or acts of violent self harm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- new and persistent expressions of incompetency as a mother or estrangement from the infant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- severe difficulties with sleeping.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.7 Assessment of psychosocial factors

See section 5 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPP</th>
<th>Assess psychosocial risk factors as early as practical in pregnancy and again after the birth.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EBR</td>
<td>Administer the ANRQ to assess a woman/birthing parent's psychosocial risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Undertake psychosocial assessment in conjunction with a tool that screens for current symptoms of depression, anxiety or birth trauma (eg the EPDS) in early pregnancy and 6–12 weeks after the birth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPP</td>
<td>Discuss with the woman/birthing parent the possible impact of psychosocial risk factors (she/they have endorsed) on their mental health and provide information about available assistance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>Use appropriately translated versions of the ANRQ. Consider language and cultural appropriateness of any tool used to assess psychosocial risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPP</td>
<td>Ensure that health professionals receive training in the importance of psychosocial assessment and use of a psychosocial assessment tool.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPP</td>
<td>Ensure that there are clear guidelines around the use and interpretation of the psychosocial tool or interview in terms of threshold for referral for psychosocial care from third sector organisations, online psychological or self management interventions, and/or ongoing monitoring. See the shared decision-making toolkit for resources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.8 Assessment of mother/birthing parent-infant interaction

Many factors can impact on mother/birthing parent-infant interactions. These can include psychosocial risk factors, relationship factors, infant factors, maternal factors, infant behaviours and protective factors. Practitioners should give consideration to these areas of functioning when undertaking assessments and considering if further specialist support is required.

See section 7 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

| GPP | Assess the mother/birthing parent-infant interaction as an integral part of perinatal care and refer to the infant mental health or parent and infant relationship service as available and appropriate. |
Seek guidance and support from multicultural health workers, if available, when assessing mother/birthing parent-infant interaction in migrant, refugee and culturally and linguistically diverse women, to ensure that assessment is person and culturally appropriate, and not informed by unconscious bias.

Consider the potential additional needs of young mothers/birthing parents when assessing mother/birthing parent-infant interactions to ensure that assessment is person and age appropriate, and not informed by unconscious bias.

Assess the risk of harm to the infant if significant difficulties are observed with the mother/birthing parent-infant interaction, the woman/birthing parent discloses that they are having thoughts of harming their infant and/or there is concern about the mother/birthing parent’s mental health.
3 Care planning

3.1 General principles of care

Principles of care in the perinatal period include:28,30

- the importance of establishing a therapeutic relationship
- acknowledging the woman/birthing parent’s role in caring for their baby and supporting them to do this in a non-judgemental and compassionate way
- involving the woman/birthing parent, and if they agree, their partner, family or carer, in all decisions about them and the care of their baby
- ensuring care co-ordination and continuity of care where possible, such as using integrated care plans, effective sharing of information with all services involved and the woman/birthing parent, delivering interventions in a timely manner, taking into account the stage of pregnancy or age of the baby
- providing care that is recovery oriented and trauma informed
- providing culturally relevant information and advice including treatment and prevention options and any particular concerns a woman/birthing parent has relating to pregnancy, the unborn baby or infant
- ensuring that information and support is adapted according to need including considerations relating to health literacy, sensory impairment, disability and relevant social, cultural and linguistic needs and other vulnerabilities, such as digital exclusion, socioeconomic adversity and IPV
- awareness and consideration of child protection risks, including a focus on infant welfare and safety.

Care planning for a woman/birthing parent with a mental health condition in the perinatal period includes consideration of the care and treatment required for the mental health condition. Relevant healthcare professionals include maternity providers (e.g., community midwife, obstetrician, specialist midwife), mental health professionals (e.g., adult mental health or perinatal mental health team), health visiting, family nurse partnership, primary care and voluntary sector professionals where appropriate. Other professionals may also be relevant to involve depending on the package of care provided, availability of services and individualised assessment of need for the mother/birthing parent and unborn baby.

Care planning includes identifying who is responsible for:28,30

- co-ordinating the integrated care plan in the antenatal and postnatal periods
- the schedule of monitoring
- providing the interventions and agreeing the outcomes with the woman/birthing parent.

The healthcare professional responsible for co-ordinating the care plan should ensure that:

- everyone involved in the care is aware of their responsibilities and any risk to be considered
- there is effective sharing of information with all services involved and with the woman/birthing partner, including voluntary and statutory services. Consent should be obtained where possible.
- mental health (including mental wellbeing) is taken into account as part of all care plans
- all interventions for mental health conditions are delivered in a timely manner, taking into account the stage of the pregnancy or age of the infant.28
Management of risk to the infant is essential and GIRFEC principles should be followed. If concerns about adult welfare and protection are raised, other relevant frameworks should be considered, such as those relating to adult support and protection legislation, gender-based violence policy and protocols, as appropriate to the individual situation and assessment of need.

3.2 Providing information and advice

All women/birthing parents should be given culturally-relevant information on mental health problems in pregnancy and the postnatal period, including their prevalence, risk factors and symptoms.28,30

**CBR** Provide all women/birthing parents with information about the importance of enquiring about, and attending to, any mental health problems that might arise across the perinatal period.

Provide additional information for women/birth parents experiencing mental health conditions and, where appropriate, their partner, family or carer, including:30

- potential benefits of psychological interventions and pharmacological treatment
- the possible consequences of no treatment
- the possible harms associated with treatment
- what might happen if treatment is changed or stopped, particularly if pharmacological treatments are stopped abruptly.

**GPP** If a woman/birthing parent agrees, provide information to and involve their significant other(s) in discussions about her/their emotional wellbeing and care throughout the perinatal period.

3.3 Preconception planning

Preconceptual advice and information should be considered for women of childbearing age, where relevant, to allow informed decisions about pregnancy. Lifestyle advice including advice relating to nutrition, smoking and alcohol use, illicit substance use, benefits and risks of medication in pregnancy, immunisation and cervical screening, can help improve short- and long-term outcomes for women/birthing parents and their children, allowing both physical and mental health, and social needs to be addressed and managed prior to pregnancy.104

Specialist preconceptual review by mental health services is required for women/potential birthing parents with a history of complex mental illness, particularly where there is a history of postpartum psychosis or bipolar affective disorder.

Preconception planning should start at diagnosis of a significant mental illness among women/people of childbearing age. She/they should receive clear explanations of the importance of contraception if she/they are not planning a pregnancy, the effects of some medications on fertility, the risk of relapse in pregnancy or after the birth (particularly if medications are stopped) and parenting considerations.

Preconception planning should include discussion of pharmacological treatments to be used during pregnancy and after birth, and include consideration of breastfeeding preference and any implications for treatment choices.28
For women/potential birthing parents who have a new, existing or past mental health condition, NICE recommends that preconception planning advice should include:28,30

- the use of contraception (where relevant) and any plans for a pregnancy
- how pregnancy and childbirth might affect a mental health condition, including the risk of relapse
- how a mental health condition and its treatment might affect the woman, fetus and the infant
- how a mental health condition and its treatment might affect issues, such as feeding and parenting.

A range of online resources are available to support women/potential birthing parents and families and professionals to develop a care plan, such as through the voluntary sector (see the shared decision-making toolkit).

**GPP** Provide advice about the risk of relapse during pregnancy and especially in the first few postpartum months to women/potential birthing parents who have a new, existing or past mental health condition and are planning a pregnancy.

### 3.4 Planning for breastfeeding

There is evidence that breastfeeding improves long-term health outcomes for both the parent and their infants.105-107 Mothers/birthing parents should be made aware of the benefits of breastfeeding and supported to do so exclusively for the first six months, if they wish.108,109 This includes keeping the mother/birthing parent and baby together where possible. In the situation where a parent is unable to, or chooses not to breastfeed they should be supported to alternatively feed their infant responsively.109 All staff working with mothers/birthing parents and infants should receive training to ensure best practice around breastfeeding is established.

Women and birthing parents need to be given information about the safety of medication use during breastfeeding. Information for practitioners is available from the UK Breastfeeding Medicines Advice Service (UK Drugs in Lactation Advisory Service (UKDILAS)). See section 10.3.2 in the COPE guideline for further information.

**GPP** Discuss treatment (medication and psychological) options that would enable a woman/birthing parent to breastfeed if they wish to and support those who choose not to breastfeed.

### 3.5 Planning care for women/birthing parents with complex mental illness

Co-ordinated care planning involving maternity services, primary care, mental health services, health visiting and other agencies where appropriate, is required for women/birthing parents with complex mental illness. This is to ensure that the mental health professionals involved in their care take into account the complexity of these conditions, the challenges of living with severe mental illness and the transitions into parenthood and impact on parenting. Where available, involvement of specialist perinatal mental health services is advisable.19

Pregnancy planning should be co-ordinated to take into consideration particular needs as pregnancy progresses:

- required changes in medication
- psychosocial supports
- psychological intervention
• warning signs of relapse and any risks associated with relapse or other psychosocial vulnerabilities
• support during childbirth (for example additional support from midwifery, sleep protection, support with infant feeding and support from partners or significant others)
• infant feeding preferences and considerations
• support for the mother/birthing parent-infant relationship
• support in the postnatal period
• postnatal wellbeing – ensuring physical health monitoring, contraception, etc.

It may also be relevant to consider use of an advanced statement (a personal statement witnessed by a relevant professional stating future preferences relating to care and treatment), the right to which is enshrined in the Mental Health (Care and Treatment) (Scotland) Act 2003.\textsuperscript{110,111}

Other antenatal considerations highlighted by COPE include education regarding nutrition, monitoring gestational weight gain and providing other healthy lifestyle interventions, such as cessation of smoking, alcohol and illicit substances.

Postnatal monitoring and support is particularly important as early signs of relapse may present early in the immediate postpartum period. Support with sleep protection and the early parent-infant relationship and infant feeding are likely to be helpful, with early access to additional interventions as needed.

See sections 12, 10.2.1, 10.2.2, 10.4.2 and 10.4.3 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

\textbf{GPP} For women/birthing parents with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder or borderline personality disorder, a multidisciplinary team approach to care in the perinatal period is essential, with clear communication, a documented care plan and continuity of care across different clinical settings.

\textbf{GPP} Wherever possible, assessment, care and treatment of the mother/birthing parent should include the infant.

\textbf{GPP} Where possible, health professionals providing care in the perinatal period should access training to improve their understanding of care for women/birthing parents with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and borderline personality disorder.

\textbf{GPP} In planning postnatal care for mothers/birthing parents with schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, severe depression or borderline personality disorder, take a co-ordinated team approach to parent and infant mental health care and relevant interventions.

\textbf{GPP} When caring for mothers/birthing parents with severe mental illness, including borderline personality disorder, it is important to ensure that child protection risks are understood and addressed, if necessary.

Good practice points based on the expert opinion of the guideline development group:

\textbf{GPP} Support families to access relevant statutory and third sector services, which could help to reduce any stress or adversity and/or provide practical and social support.

\textbf{GPP} Infant mental health and the potential impact of maternal mental illness needs to be considered when treating both a mother/birthing parent and their baby.
3.6 **Women/birthing parents requiring hospital care in the perinatal period**

A small but significant number of women/birthing parents require inpatient psychiatric care for their mental health condition during the antenatal or postnatal period. From 32 weeks’ gestation until the end of the first postnatal year women/birthing parents and their infant(s) should be offered specialist MBU admission in Scotland. These are specially designed units to treat acute mental illness as well as supporting the mother-infant relationship and preventing avoidable separation, with benefits for both parent and baby.

The right for admission to a specialist MBU is enshrined in the Mental Health Act (Scotland) (2015). MBU admission is appropriate for women/birthing parents who are the primary carer of their baby and where risks are manageable within the MBU ward environment. The MBU Families Fund can cover out-of-pocket travel and accommodation expenses required to support admission.

In exceptional cases, where a mother or birthing parent is admitted to a general adult ward they should be supported to maintain contact with their baby, supported with infant feeding and access to family-friendly spaces for visiting and therapeutic interventions. Mother and baby unit admission should continue to be offered if appropriate.

The Mental Welfare Commission has published recommendations for services to follow in cases of admission to general adult wards.

**CBR** Where possible, if a mother/birthing parent with a severe postnatal episode requires hospital admission, avoid separation from her infant with co-admission to a specialist mother-baby unit where facilities are available and appropriate.

3.7 **Use of pharmacological treatments**

While approaches to the pharmacological prophylaxis and treatment of mental health conditions during the perinatal period are not likely to differ from approaches at other times, the potential for harm to the fetus and the breastfed infant must be carefully balanced with the potential harm to the mother/birthing parent and fetus or infant if the mother/birthing parent remains untreated. Medications should only be prescribed after careful deliberation with the woman/birthing parent (and their significant other(s)).

The evidence base for pharmacological treatments is limited. Few studies on the benefits of pharmacotherapy in pregnant and postpartum women/birthing parents have been conducted and, while many studies report on harms, they are of low quality. For safety alerts, clinicians should seek the most up-to-date information available from the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA), the UK Teratology Information Service (TILAS) and UKDILAS.

In keeping with the expert opinion of the guideline development group, and advice in the NICE and COPE guidelines, the following principles should be applied when prescribing medication during pregnancy or breastfeeding:

Take a collaborative approach to:
- involve the woman/birthing parent, and their family (where appropriate), in all decisions about treatment, including an individualised assessment of benefit versus risk
- ensure that information is provided in plain language
- take into consideration factors that may support relapse prevention or potential barriers to care, including stigma, and plan accordingly.
Ensure information is provided on:

- potential benefits of psychological interventions and pharmacological treatment
- the possible consequences of no treatment
- the possible harms associated with treatment
- what might happen if treatment is changed or stopped, particularly if pharmacological treatments are stopped abruptly.

Use absolute risk values based on a common denominator (e.g., numbers out of 100 or 1,000) rather than relative risk.

Use high-quality decision aids in a variety of numerical and pictorial format that provide a personalised view of the risks and benefits.

Consider providing a record of the consultation (verbal, audio or written) to the women or birthing parent, significant other and relevant professionals.

Have a clear rationale for treatment to:

- establish a clear indication for drug treatment (i.e., the presence of significant illness in the absence of acceptable or effective non-pharmacological alternatives). Not treating mental illness in pregnancy or the postpartum period may in itself be associated with adverse outcomes for the woman/birthing parent, their pregnancy, and their infant.
- clarify the diagnosis and ensure the treatment provided follows the relevant guidance, including consideration of differing risks of relapse with different illnesses.

**GPP** Discuss the potential risks and benefits of pharmacological treatment in each individual case with the woman/birthing parent and, where possible, their significant other(s), if consent is given to do so. Document the discussion.

**GPP** Ideally, treatment with psychoactive medications during pregnancy involves close liaison between a treating psychiatrist or where appropriate the woman/birthing parent’s GP, and their maternity care provider(s). In more complex cases, it is advisable to seek a second opinion from a perinatal psychiatrist and other relevant members of the multidisciplinary team if needed, such as a pharmacist, neonatologist, or non-medical prescribers.

Consider risk of relapse:

- for the individual, taking into consideration the severity of illness, risk of perinatal relapse specific to the illness, risks associated with relapse particular to the individual (e.g., suicidal ideation), time since last relapse, whether previous perinatal relapse has occurred, current mental state and protective factors that may support wellbeing and prevent relapse.
- if a woman/birthing parent decides to stop their usual medication monitoring for change in mental state is needed as stopping medication may lead to relapse of illness.

**GPP** Ensure that women/birthing parents are aware of the risks of relapse associated with stopping or changing medication and that, if a medication is ceased, this needs to be done gradually and with advice from the treating clinician.

**GPP** Plan for pharmacological review in the early postpartum period for women/birthing parents who cease psychotropic medications during pregnancy.
Consider infant feeding preferences:

- for parents wishing to breastfeed, discussions regarding the safety of drugs in breastfeeding should occur as early as possible in pregnancy to avoid the need to alter treatment later.

**GPP** Discuss treatment (medication and psychological) options that would enable a woman/birthing parent to breastfeed if they wish to and support those who choose not to breastfeed.

When choosing medication:

- choose treatments with the lowest known risk, at the lowest effective dose for the shortest period necessary
- aim for monotherapy, particularly with non-psychotropic therapies, to avoid potential drug interactions
- if there is no clear evidence that one drug is safer than another, the safest option is not to switch. The only drug with a clear indication for switching on safety grounds is valproate (see section 6.4.1)
- be aware of the potential effects of pregnancy and childbirth on drug pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics, which may require dose adjustments as pregnancy progresses, and the specific risks during labour and following birth (see medication specific information in sections 4–7)
- be aware that although knowledge of the teratogenic effects of psychotropic drugs is increasing, understanding of the long-term neurodevelopmental effects of such medications in pregnancy and breastfeeding is extremely limited. Consult sources such as MHRA or the local medicines information service for the most up-to-date information.

Fetal and neonatal monitoring:

Where there is known risk of fetal or neonatal complication ensure that women/birthing parents are offered appropriate fetal screening and monitoring of the neonate for adverse effects. This may include involvement of neonatal or paediatric services. Be aware that premature or ill babies are more at risk of harmful drug effects.

Monitor the infant for specific drug side effects as well as feeding patterns, growth and development.

**GPP** When exposure to psychoactive medications has occurred in the first trimester (especially with anticonvulsant exposures) pay particular attention to the 11–14 week or 18–20 week ultrasound scan because of the increased risk of major malformation.

**GPP** Consider that infants exposed to medication in pregnancy may be at risk of neonatal adaptation syndrome and may require additional monitoring after birth. Monitoring should be individualised and considered as part of multidisciplinary birth planning taking into consideration the medication dose, polypharmacy, infant feeding and infant vulnerability, such as risk of preterm delivery, low birth weight and any obstetric complications.

**GPP** Advise women/birthing parents against sleeping in bed with their infant, particularly if they are taking sedative drugs. Parents should be encouraged to follow safe sleep advice, *Safer Sleep for babies a guide for parents and carers*.113
4 Depression and anxiety disorders

COPE reviewed the evidence for a range of psychosocial, psychological, pharmacological and electroconvulsive therapies aimed at preventing and treating anxiety and mood (depression) disorders in the perinatal period. Interventions included psychoeducation, social support, home visits, physical activity and a range of psychological therapies. These recommendations summarise those therapies that have been found to be effective.

4.1 Psychosocial and psychological therapies

Psychological interventions considered include cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT) and interpersonal therapy (IPT), online interventions (CBT, including internet- and app-based, self directed or clinician guided), directive counselling (including supportive listening, problem solving and goal setting), other-infant relationship interventions and mindfulness.

4.1.1 Tokophobia

Tokophobia is an extreme fear of childbirth. It is more common in those who have experienced abuse, or have had anxiety or depression, had a previous experience of a traumatic birth and in people who are lesbian, bisexual, transgender or queer.114

No recommendations were included in COPE for women/birthing parents with tokophobia. The following recommendations have been adapted from NICE guideline 192: Antenatal and postnatal mental health: clinical management and service guidance.30

CBR Offer a woman/birthing parent with tokophobia an opportunity to discuss their fears with a healthcare professional with expertise in providing perinatal mental health support. Support may be provided by a specialist midwife in perinatal mental health or maternity and neonatal psychological intervention service, where available.

4.1.2 Anxiety disorders

NICE guidance recommends that women with persistent subthreshold symptoms of anxiety in pregnancy or the postnatal period should be offered facilitated self help, such as CBT-based self-help materials with facilitated support.30

For women with an anxiety disorder in the antenatal or postnatal period, NICE recommends a low-intensity psychological intervention, in line with treatment recommended for the specific condition (ie type of anxiety disorder). Progress should be monitored closely and a high-intensity psychological intervention provided if there is no improvement within 2 weeks.30

High-intensity psychological interventions are recommended for social anxiety disorder.30

Low-intensity interventions are defined as an intervention delivered by a trained coach or facilitator (rather than a therapist) to enable use of self-help materials. High-intensity therapies are delivered by specialists.30

The following recommendations for treatment are adapted from NICE guidance.30 Due to limited evidence in the perinatal period the NICE recommendations were based on evidence from anxiety in the general population.

EBR Offer women/birthing parents with persistent subthreshold symptoms of anxiety in pregnancy or the postnatal period facilitated self help, such as CBT-based self-help materials with facilitated support.
Perinatal mental health conditions

EBR Offer women/birthing parents with anxiety a low-intensity psychological intervention, in line with treatment recommended for the specific type of anxiety disorder they have. Progress should be monitored closely and if there is no improvement within 2 weeks offer referral for a high-intensity psychological intervention.

EBR Offer women/birthing parents with social anxiety disorder high-intensity treatment.

See section 11.1 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

EBR Advise women/birthing parent with depression or anxiety disorder in the postnatal period of the possible benefits of directive counselling.

CBR Depending upon the woman/birthing parent's post-traumatic stress symptoms, consider the use of adjunctive pharmacological treatments.

4.1.3 Depression

For women with persistent subthreshold depressive symptoms or mild-to-moderate depression in pregnancy or the postnatal period, NICE recommends facilitated self help.30

CBR Offer facilitated self help to women/birthing parents with persistent subthreshold depressive symptoms or mild-to-moderate depression in pregnancy or the postnatal period.

See section 11.1 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

EBR Provide structured psychoeducation to women/birthing parents with symptoms of depression in the perinatal period.

EBR Advise women/birthing parents with symptoms of depression in the postnatal period of the potential benefits of a social support group.

EBR Recommend individual structured psychological interventions (cognitive behavioural therapy or interpersonal psychotherapy) to women/birthing parents with mild-to-moderate depression in the perinatal period.

CBR Consider online approaches for delivery of cognitive behavioural therapy. This needs to be appropriate and acceptable to the service user.

EBR Advise women/birthing parent with depression in the postnatal period of the possible benefits of directive counselling.

CBR For women who have or are recovering from postnatal depression and are experiencing mother/birthing parent-infant relationship difficulties, consider provision of, or referral for, individual mother/birthing parent-infant relationship interventions.

Further information on psychological therapies and implementation support for services is available from the NES website www.matrix.nhs.uk.115

There is some evidence of the benefit of yoga, exercise and mindfulness to reduce the risk of stress and depression in the perinatal period, but it is insufficient to support a recommendation.28 Other therapies, such as art or music therapies, are available, particularly through third sector organisations, but were not included in this evidence review.
4.2 Pharmacological therapies

It is recommended that prescribing practitioners follow the general principles of prescribing during the perinatal period (see section 3.7). Particular considerations include the importance of discussing:

- potential benefits of psychological interventions and pharmacological treatment
- the possible consequences of no treatment
- the possible harms associated with treatment
- what might happen if treatment is changed or stopped, particularly if pharmacological treatments are stopped abruptly.

Women/birthing parents and their families should be provided with information about the benefits and risks of their treatment options including pharmacological and non-pharmacological options. This should include written information that is in accessible format (e.g., translated if required).

4.2.1 Antidepressants

See section 11.3 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

Use of antidepressant medication in the perinatal period should be guided by severity of illness and previous response to treatment.

Mild-to-moderate depression

The following recommendations have been adapted from NICE guidance:

EBR For women/birthing parents with persistent subthreshold depressive symptoms, mild or moderate depression in pregnancy or the postnatal period, consider alternatives to medication, such as facilitated self help or psychological intervention (see section 4.1.3).

EBR Women/birthing parents with a history of mild-to-moderate depression who are currently taking a selective serotonergic reuptake inhibitor (SSRI), tricyclic antidepressant (TCA) or serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor (SNRI) who become pregnant should consider stopping the medication gradually and engaging with facilitated self help.

EBR For women/birthing parents with a history of moderate depression who become pregnant while taking an SSRI, TCA or SNRI, consider their previous response to treatment, risk of relapse, benefits, risks associated with medication and preference, and consider treatment options of switching to high-intensity psychological intervention or changing medication if there is a drug that is effective for her/them with a lower risk of adverse effects.

Severe depression

The following recommendations have been adapted from NICE guidance:

EBR For women/birthing parents with a history of severe depression who present with initially mild symptoms of depression in pregnancy or the postnatal period, consider treatment with an SSRI, TCA or SNRI if they have expressed a preference for medication, decline psychological intervention or have symptoms that have not responded to a psychological intervention.
For pregnant women/birthing parents with severe depression, who are taking a TCA, SSRI or SNRI, consider:

- continuing their current treatment
- changing medication if there is a drug that is effective with a lower risk of adverse effects
- combining medication with high intensity psychological intervention such as CBT, or
- switching to high intensity psychological intervention if they decide to stop medication.

Benefits and risks of antidepressant treatment

There is a lack of randomised controlled trials (RCT) of the benefits of antidepressants in the perinatal period, but there is observational evidence of benefit (eg improved mother-infant interaction), and evidence of harm associated with abrupt cessation of treatment due to pregnancy (eg suicide, adverse effects on physical activity and nutrition).

The COPE Harms Expert Subcommittee of the guideline review group found that, overall, confounding was an issue across studies. A meta-analysis of pharmacotherapy found low-quality evidence of increased risk of postpartum haemorrhage, persistent pulmonary hypertension, childhood depression, and ASD, in children exposed to SSRIs in utero.

The COPE Harms Expert Subcommittee noted serious issues regarding residual confounding around risk of ASD and depression in the child. There was insufficient evidence on comparisons to make judgements (see Table 24 in the COPE guideline).

The COPE Harms Expert Subcommittee agreed that the potential harms of failure to use medication where indicated for moderate-to-severe depression and/or anxiety in pregnancy and postnatally may affect mother-infant interaction, parenting, maternal health and wellbeing, and infant outcomes (see Table 24 in the COPE guideline).

Neonatal adaptation syndrome

Maternal use of antidepressants during the later stages of pregnancy has been associated with a neonatal adaptation syndrome and respiratory distress. Neonatal adaptation syndrome refers to a cluster of symptoms in the neonate including irritability, sleep disturbance, persistent crying, tachypnoea, hypoglycaemia, poor thermal regulation, and occasionally seizures, which has been related to the use of psychotropic medication in pregnancy.

Neonatal adaptation syndrome is thought to occur in 20–30% of neonates exposed to SSRIs and has been described with other antidepressants, such as SNRIs. Most cases of this are mild and transient, however, some affected infants require closer monitoring or neonatal intensive care. Risks of poor neonatal adaptation are dose-related and related to exposure in late pregnancy. While there are significant limitations to the evidence base, predelivery dose reduction (tapering of dose) may be associated with reduced adverse neonatal outcome, such as neonatal intensive care admission. This must be balanced with the risks of relapse and any related risks for the woman/birthing parent, as an increased risk of depressive symptoms during dose tapering is reported.

Symptoms in the neonate usually begin within the first few minutes or hours of life and generally resolve within 48 hours. There are inadequate data to state whether the risk of neonatal withdrawal varies for each individual SSRI, and with length of in utero exposure or SSRI dose. Risk of neonatal withdrawal syndrome is likely to be increased with concomitant use of other centrally acting medications in pregnancy, such as benzodiazepines or antiepileptic agents.
An individualised approach is required, considering risks to both neonate and parent and parent choice. Where dose tapering is considered, clinical tolerability should be monitored so that those women/birthing parents who report resurgent depression or anxiety on tapering do not have their doses reduced below the minimum tolerable dose.\textsuperscript{120}

**Choice of medication**

Treatment with SSRIs is recommended as the first-line choice for women/birthing parents being prescribed antidepressant therapy for the first time in the perinatal period. For example, sertraline has good tolerability and is excreted in breastmilk in low levels.\textsuperscript{123}

If SSRIs are prescribed, consider the woman/birthing parent’s past response to SSRI treatment and whether they have risk factors for obstetric complications, such as miscarriage or preterm birth, as well as the half life of the treatment.\textsuperscript{28} Where breastfeeding is preferred SSRIs with longer half life, such as fluoxetine, which may accumulate in breastmilk, should be used with caution, although this is not a contraindication to breastfeeding.\textsuperscript{124}

Where there has been poor response to SSRI treatment or benefit from an alternative, it may be preferable to choose the medication that the patient has previously responded to, taking into consideration fetal wellbeing and infant feeding preference (eg breastfeeding) and any adjustments required.

**GPP** Before choosing a particular antidepressant for pregnant women/birthing parents, consider their past response to antidepressant treatment, obstetric history and any factors that may increase risk of adverse effects.

**GPP** Before prescribing antidepressants to women/birthing parents who are breastfeeding, consider the infant’s health and gestational age at birth.

**EBR** When prescribing antidepressants to women/birthing parents in the perinatal period consider SSRIs as first line pharmacological treatment for depression and/or anxiety.

**GPP** Be aware that failure to use medication where indicated for moderate-to-severe depression and/or anxiety in pregnancy or postnatally may affect mother/birth parent-infant interaction, parenting, maternal/birthing parent health and wellbeing, and infant outcomes.

**GPP** Consider that infants exposed to medication in pregnancy may be at risk of neonatal adaptation syndrome and may require additional monitoring after birth. Monitoring should be individualised and considered as part of multidisciplinary birth planning taking into consideration the medication dose, polypharmacy and infant vulnerability, such as risk of preterm delivery, low birth weight and any obstetric complications.

### 4.2.2 Anxiolytics and hypnotics

Management of anxiety during the perinatal period requires practitioners to identify the form of anxiety disorder and commence treatment according to existing guidelines for that disorder, with adaptations made according to the perinatal period. For example, NICE recommends a stepped care approach to management of OCD with adaptations to the perinatal context, and considerations of the parent-infant relationship and infant care.\textsuperscript{125,126} In general non-pharmacological interventions (psychosocial) are recommended as first-line treatment.

Benzodiazepine use in the perinatal period requires careful consideration of the risks and benefits and where possible use non-pharmacological interventions as first-line treatment.
Particular consideration relating to neonatal wellbeing may be required around the time of birth, including risk of respiratory depression, floppy baby syndrome and neonatal abstinence syndrome.\(^{127}\)

While other medications may be used for the management of symptoms of anxiety, this review did not comment on the safety or efficacy of the use of other medications during the perinatal period. Practitioners should remain alert to safety warnings relating to the use of other medications.

Pregabalin may increase the risk of major congenital malformations if used in pregnancy.\(^{128}\) Women/birthing parents should continue to use effective contraception during treatment and avoid use in pregnancy unless clearly necessary. Prescribers should follow guidance from MHRA where relevant.\(^{129}\) Those who are planning to become pregnant and continue to take pregabalin should be offered folic acid, 5 mg daily, before any possibility of pregnancy.\(^{130}\)

See section 11.3 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

**GPP** Use caution in prescribing non-benzodiazepine hypnotics (z-drugs) to pregnant women for insomnia. Non-pharmacological measures, such as sleep hygiene, should be tried first.

**GPP** Use caution in prescribing benzodiazepines in the perinatal period due to the risk of dependence, withdrawal in the neonate and sedation with breastfeeding.

**CBR** Consider the short-term use of benzodiazepines for treating moderate-to-severe symptoms of anxiety while awaiting onset of action of an antidepressant in pregnant or postnatal women/birthing parents.

**GPP** Use caution in repeated prescription of long-acting benzodiazepines around the time of the birth.

Good practice points based on the expert opinion of the guideline development group.

**GPP** In women/birthing parents taking benzodiazepines the need for continued use in pregnancy should be reviewed and use should be restricted to short term and low dose where possible. Consideration should be given to tapering the dose prior to childbirth.

**GPP** Women/birthing parents prescribed pregabalin for anxiety should continue to use effective contraception during treatment and avoid use during pregnancy and breastfeeding unless clearly necessary.

### 4.2.3 Herbal therapies

See section 11.2 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting this recommendation.

**CBR** Advise pregnant women/birthing parents that the evidence on potential harms to the fetus from St John’s wort is limited and uncertain and its use during pregnancy is not recommended.

There is a lack of evidence on the effectiveness of cannabidiol for alleviating depression in the perinatal period.
4.2.4 Other pharmacological therapies

The COPE review did not identify sufficient evidence to support a recommendation on the safety and efficacy of ketamine, ADHD medications or zuranolone for treating women/birthing parents with depression in the perinatal period.

NICE refer to the use of promethazine for women with severe or chronic sleep problems where first-line interventions, such as sleep hygiene, avoiding caffeine and reducing activity before sleep, have been ineffective, although it is noted this is off-label prescribing.30

Allopregnanolone and other progesterone metabolites change significantly during pregnancy and abruptly decrease after childbirth and have been implicated in the aetiology of postpartum depression. Synthetic neuroactive steroids and their analogs, such as allopregnanolone (a GABA A receptor positive allosteric modulator), have been identified as novel treatments for postpartum depression.131 Compared to placebo, women treated for postpartum depression with IV brexanolone had a statistically significant early treatment response with early remission, lasting up to 7 days. Limitations including discontinuation due to tolerability were identified.132 Oral preparations (zuranolone) are also under investigation.133 The evidence base relating to longer-term remission is limited. There is therefore a lack of evidence to support a recommendation regarding the use of these medications for postpartum depression. These medications are not yet licensed in the UK.

4.3 Electroconvulsive therapies

Electroconvulsive therapies (ECT) may be considered for women/birthing parents with severe depression in the postnatal period, who have not responded to several trials of medications. See section 15.1 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

**CBR** Consider electroconvulsive therapies when a postnatal woman/birthing parent with severe depression has not responded to one or more trials of antidepressants of adequate dose and duration.

**CBR** Consider electroconvulsive therapies as first-line treatment for postnatal women/birthing parents with severe depression especially where there is a high risk of suicide or high level of distress, when food or fluid intake is poor, and in the presence of psychotic or melancholic symptoms.

**GPP** In pregnant women/birthing parents, electroconvulsive therapies should only be undertaken in conjunction with close fetal monitoring (using cardiotocography to monitor fetal heart rate), specialist pregnancy anaesthetic care and access to specialist maternal-fetal medical support.
**5 Birth trauma**

Following a psychologically traumatic birth, women/birthing parents and partners may experience symptoms of distress, which occur on a continuum. This can range from acute distress to post-traumatic stress symptoms or PTSD. Births may be experienced as traumatic even when they are obstetrically straightforward.

Factors that contribute to experiencing birth as traumatic include:

- previous experience of trauma, including childhood abuse, domestic violence, rape and migrant trauma
- unplanned intervention (including emergency Caesarean section or instrumental birth)
- giving birth to an unwell or stillborn baby
- child removal
- birth, social and cultural expectations
- fear of birth or a pregnancy requiring increased monitoring
- a history of vaginismus
- having a strong desire to adhere to a birth plan
- co-occurring or history of a mental health condition
- other predisposing factors to experiencing birth as traumatic include:
  - lack of social support
  - poor coping strategies
  - feelings of powerlessness
  - extreme pain
  - perception of hostile or uncaring staff
  - loss of control
  - medical interventions
  - lack of information
  - past traumatic birth.

Standard care should include individualised support, ongoing monitoring and the provision of information to support help seeking should symptoms persist. Providing parent-centred, trauma-informed opportunities for review of what happened during the birth shortly afterwards and again at 6 weeks is an important aspect of postnatal care. Symptoms extending beyond 3 months may be indicative of more serious disorder and require appropriate referral to mental health teams for assessment and monitoring.

See section 14 of the **COPE guideline** for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

### 5.1 Psychosocial and psychological therapies

**CBR** Offer women/birthing parents who have post-traumatic stress disorder resulting from a traumatic birth a high-intensity psychological intervention (trauma-focused cognitive behavioural therapy or eye movement desensitisation and reprocessing).

**CBR** Do not offer single-session high-intensity psychological interventions with an explicit focus on ‘re-living’ the trauma to women/birthing parents who experience a traumatic birth.
Good practice point based on the expert opinion of the guideline development group:

**GPP** Offer women/birthing parents, who have a subsequent pregnancy following a traumatic birth experience, the opportunity to speak with a member of their multidisciplinary team (eg midwife, anaesthetist, obstetrician) prior to and/or after delivery.

Further information on psychological therapies and implementation support for services is available from the NES website [www.matrix.nhs.uk](http://www.matrix.nhs.uk).

### 5.2 Pharmacological therapies

Pharmacological treatments are in line with those for people with anxiety disorders *[see section 4.2]*. See section 3.7 for general principles of prescribing during the perinatal period.

**CBR** Depending upon the woman/birthing parent’s post-traumatic stress symptoms, consider the use of pharmacological treatments, alongside a psychological therapy.
6 Bipolar affective disorder, postpartum psychosis, schizophrenia and related conditions

6.1 Introduction

This section covers prevention and treatment of complex or severe mental illness in the perinatal period, including bipolar affective disorder, postpartum psychosis and schizophrenia (psychotic illness).

Women/birthing parents with a complex mental illness require additional multidisciplinary support during the perinatal period and may benefit from psychological therapies to manage secondary anxiety, depression or other related difficulties such as trauma.  

Women with bipolar affective disorder are at particular risk of relapse during the perinatal period, relating both to the risk of postpartum psychosis, antenatal relapse and postpartum depression. Severity of illness (bipolar I disorder compared to bipolar II disorder) is associated with a varying degree of relapse risk.

Postpartum psychosis presents a potentially life-threatening emergency that requires specialist intervention and often inpatient care to a MBU. Women/birthing parents, families and services need to be aware of the predisposing risk factors for this condition, identify warning signs and have access to preconceptual care and support during pregnancy to reduce risks of relapse, including avoidance of prolonged sleep disruption.

Women who experience affective psychosis as part of an illness, including schizoaffective disorder, may be similarly at higher risk of postpartum psychosis.

Hospital readmission in the postpartum period for women with schizophrenia appears less immediately temporally related to childbirth, although has been found to increase over time, and may be more consistent with the impact of adaptation to parenthood, compared to bipolar affective disorder.

Individualised multidisciplinary care planning is required in collaboration with specialist perinatal mental health services, starting preconceptually where possible.

6.1.1 Preconceptual review

Prior to conception, there may be an opportunity to rationalise medication to reduce polypharmacy while maintaining effective treatment and minimising risk of relapse. Where there are safety concerns about a medication during pregnancy, alternative treatments should be considered, including antipsychotic therapy, where appropriate.

6.1.2 Folic acid supplementation

Use of high-dose folic acid (5 mg/day), particularly in the first trimester, should be encouraged to reduce the risk of fetal malformation, particularly where an anticonvulsant medication is prescribed. Supplementary folate does not mitigate the increased risk of neural tube defects and other major malformations attributed to in utero exposure to valproate or other anticonvulsant mood stabilisers but protects against the risk of neural tube defects associated with low folate.
6.1.3 Psychological interventions

The following recommendations for treatment are adapted from NICE guidance.30

**EBR** Consider psychological interventions for women/birthing parents with bipolar disorder. This includes:
- CBT, IPT and behavioural couples therapy for bipolar depression
- structured individual, group and family interventions designed for bipolar disorder to reduce the risk of relapse, particularly when medication is changed or stopped.

**EBR** For women/birthing parents with a diagnosis of psychosis or schizophrenia, who become pregnant and are at risk of relapse (eg arising from stress associated with pregnancy or the postnatal period or a change in medication including stopping medication), consider a psychological intervention, such as CBT or family intervention.

6.2 Choice of medication

Prescribing practitioners should follow the general principles of prescribing during the perinatal period (see section 3.7). Particular considerations include the importance of discussing:
- potential benefits of psychological interventions and pharmacological treatment
- the possible consequences of no treatment
- the possible harms associated with treatment
- what might happen if treatment is changed or stopped, particularly if pharmacological treatments are stopped abruptly.

Women/birthing parents and their families should be provided with information about the benefits and risks of their pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatment options, including written information that is in accessible format (eg translated if required).

Antipsychotic medications have a more favourable risk/benefit ratio than valproate and carbamazepine, a larger evidence base and possibly better safety profile for use in people with reproductive potential than lamotrigine and lithium. Where they have been proven effective in treating illness and preventing relapse, it is advisable to continue treatment with antipsychotic therapy (see section 6.3).123

For women/birthing parents established on lithium therapy, stopping treatment during pregnancy is associated with an increased risk of relapse and it may be advisable to continue treatment during pregnancy and in the postnatal period.48 A number of considerations are required including the low but increased risk of congenital abnormality, need for closer monitoring of lithium levels and dose during pregnancy, risks of toxicity and breastfeeding preference (see section 6.4.2).

The use of anticonvulsant medication as mood stabilisers in women and potential birthing parents of childbearing age is associated with a number of reproductive safety concerns relating to small but increased risk of congenital fetal abnormality and impact on the developing fetus and child (see section 6.4.2). The risk profile varies between different anticonvulsant medications, with lamotrigine being associated with a smaller degree of risk (see section 6.4).

The use of anticonvulsant mood stabilisers during pregnancy should therefore be limited to where alternative treatments have been ineffective or not tolerated. Use during breastfeeding requires specific consideration for each medication.
6.3 Antipsychotic medication

If a pregnant woman/birthing parent is stable on an antipsychotic and likely to relapse without medication, it is preferable to continue with the antipsychotic. Switching medication is generally not advised due to the risk of relapse. Consider using the antipsychotic that has worked best for the woman/birthing parent, after discussion of benefits and risks.

There is insufficient evidence on benefits and harms of antipsychotic use in the antenatal period for conclusions to be drawn, however evidence from the general population supports the use of antipsychotics to treat people with psychosis. Untreated psychosis is associated with relapse and adverse effects on pregnancy, such as stillbirth or poor antenatal attendance.

Because antipsychotics have a better risk/benefit ratio than valproate and carbamazepine, a larger evidence base and possibly better safety profile for use in people with reproductive potential than lamotrigine and lithium, antipsychotics are generally the mainstay for treatment of women/birthing parents with a diagnosis of bipolar affective disorder in the perinatal period.

Cohort studies show that some antipsychotics have metabolic-inducing effects and increase the risk of gestational diabetes and large-for-gestational age infants. Antipsychotics with the greatest metabolic effects include clozapine, olanzapine and quetiapine. Antipsychotics with the least metabolic side effects include arpiprazole.

Adverse side effects, such as extrapyramidal and withdrawal symptoms, have been described in neonates following late pregnancy exposure to antipsychotic medication.

Physiological changes during pregnancy can affect the pharmacokinetics of some antipsychotics, for example arpiprazole and quetiapine, especially during the third trimester, leading to subtherapeutic concentrations and poorer symptom control. Therapeutic drug monitoring throughout pregnancy can guide any necessary dose adjustment. Conversely, to avoid toxicity, drug doses may need to be re-adjusted in the postpartum period, when pregnancy-related physiological changes return to normal.

Good practice point based on the expert opinion of the guideline development group:

GPP Choice of antipsychotic should be based on the pregnant woman/birthing parent's previous response to treatment, risk of relapse from switching treatment and their preference (including their wish to breastfeed or not).

Recommendations adapted from the British Association for Psychopharmacology:

CBR Do not offer depot injection antipsychotics to a woman/birthing parent who is planning a pregnancy, pregnant or considering breastfeeding, unless they are responding well to a depot, there is a high risk of relapse and they have had a previous history of non-adherence with oral medication.

GPP Consider that infants exposed to medication in pregnancy may be at risk of adverse effects and may require additional monitoring after birth. Monitoring should be individualised and considered as part of multidisciplinary birth planning taking into consideration the medication dose, polypharmacy, infant feeding and infant vulnerability, such as risk of preterm delivery, low birth weight and any obstetric complications.
Recommendations from the COPE guideline (section 12.4.1):

**EBR** Use antipsychotics to treat psychotic symptoms in pregnant women/birthing parents.

**CBR** Use caution when prescribing metabolic-inducing antipsychotics to pregnant women/birthing parents, due to the increased risk of gestational diabetes.

**CBR** If women/birthing parents commence or continue metabolic-inducing antipsychotic treatment during pregnancy, such as olanzapine, clozapine, quetiapine, consider screening and monitoring for gestational diabetes (as per local protocols).

**CBR** If considering use of clozapine in pregnant women/birthing parents, seek specialist psychiatric consultation.

### 6.4 Mood stabilisers

See section 12.4.2 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

Prior to conception, there may be an opportunity to rationalise medication to reduce polypharmacy while continuing to ensure effective treatment and minimisation of risk of relapse. Given the safety concerns during pregnancy, alternative treatments should be considered, including antipsychotic therapy (see section 6.1), where possible.

Where a mood stabiliser is used, closer fetal monitoring is required. Use of high-dose folic acid (5 mg/day), particularly in the first trimester, should be encouraged to reduce the risk of fetal malformation (see section 6.1.2).130

In 2021 the Commission on Human Medicines reviewed the safety information on the risk of major congenital malformations and neurodevelopmental outcomes from use of anticonvulsants during pregnancy. The review focused on anticonvulsants used for the treatment of epilepsy, but the findings are relevant to those who may be prescribed these medications for other indications, including psychiatric illness.128 Anticonvulsants are sometimes used as mood stabilisers or in the treatment of anxiety.

Use of sodium valproate is contraindicated in women and potential birthing parents of childbearing age (see section 6.4.1).

A large amount of data on lamotrigine did not find an increased risk of major congenital malformation when used at usual maintenance doses. Conflicting evidence was, however, reported in studies examining a dose-related relationship. One study reported a statistically increased risk of major congenital malformation with doses >325 mg per day compared to ≤325 mg per day.128

Data for carbamazepine demonstrated an increased risk of major congenital malformation compared to the general population and a dose-dependent relationship.128

Emerging data for pregabalin suggests it may be associated with increased risk of major congenital malformation and further evaluation is required.128

Risks remain uncertain with respect to the use of gabapentin, due to data limitations. The possibility of an increased risk of congenital malformation cannot be confirmed nor ruled out.128

Given this context, prescribing of anticonvulsants as mood stabilisers or anxiolytics should generally only be with the addition of effective contraception, such as long-acting contraception. The use of anticonvulsants in women and potential birthing parents of childbearing age should be limited to where alternative treatments have been ineffective or not tolerated.
Healthcare professionals should access updated information available from the MHRA and local medicines information services regarding updated safety alerts and information (see section 3.7).

CBR Use great caution in prescribing anticonvulsants as mood stabilisers for pregnant women/birthing parents and seek specialist psychiatric consultation when doing so. Consider alternatives to mood stabilisers, such as antipsychotic therapy (see section 6.3).

GPP Given their teratogenicity, only consider prescribing anticonvulsants (especially valproate) to women/people of childbearing age if other options are ineffective or not tolerated and effective contraception is in place.

GPP Provide high-dose folic acid (5 mg/day) to all women/people on anticonvulsant mood stabilisers who are planning pregnancy, including before any possibility of pregnancy.

GPP If a women/birthing parent is taking a mood stabiliser or anticonvulsant during pregnancy provide high-dose folic acid (5 mg/day), particularly in the first trimester.

GPP When exposure to psychoactive medications has occurred in the first trimester (especially with anticonvulsant exposures) pay particular attention to the 11–14 or 18–20 week ultrasound because of the increased risk of major malformation.

GPP Where a mood stabiliser is provided, ensure women/birthing parents and their families are provided with up-to-date information regarding the safety of their use during pregnancy and in breastfeeding. Provide relevant written information, including the risks relating to fetal anticonvulsant syndrome.

6.4.1 Sodium Valproate

Use of sodium valproate during pregnancy is associated with a high risk of congenital abnormality (11%) and neurodevelopmental disability (30-40%) with long lasting effects, impact on male fertility and potential transgenerational effects. Birth defects include spina bifida, facial and skull malformations, malformations of the limbs, heart, kidney, urinary tract and sexual organs. Neurodevelopmental difficulties include delayed motor and language development, reduced IQ and memory difficulties, ASD and ADHD.

In 2022, the MHRA and the Commission on Human Medicines issued a strengthened regulatory position that sodium valproate is not to be initiated to any person under the age of 55 years unless two specialists independently consider and document that there is no effective or tolerated alternative. Valproate should not be used in women of childbearing potential or would-be birthing parents. Where an exception is made, women should be on a pregnancy prevention programme, which is designed to ensure women are fully aware of the risks and the need to avoid becoming pregnant.

EBR Do not prescribe sodium valproate to pregnant women/birthing parents.

GPP If a woman/birthing parent is on valproate and becomes pregnant wean them off this over 2–4 weeks, while adding in high-dose folic acid (5 mg/day) which should continue for the first trimester.

EBR Valproate must not be initiated in any individual under the age of 55 years unless independent review by two specialists to consider and document that there is no effective or tolerated alternative.
6.4.2 Lithium

For women established on lithium therapy, stopping treatment during pregnancy is associated with an increased risk of relapse. Lithium is an evidence-based treatment for bipolar affective disorder and has a role in the management of postpartum psychosis including prophylaxis. Lithium treatment is associated with risks during pregnancy for both mother and infant. Lithium use has been associated with spontaneous preterm labour, large-for-gestational age infants and neonatal hypoglycaemia. Changing physiology during pregnancy and postpartum affects drug metabolism and excretion requires close monitoring and dose adjustment where required as well as hypervigilance for signs of lithium toxicity. Pregnancy complications, such as pre-eclampsia affecting renal function, may significantly alter lithium metabolism and increase the risk of toxicity.

Use of lithium during the first trimester is associated with an increased risk of congenital cardiac malformation, although these risks have been found to be lower than originally estimated. Tapering of lithium or dose reduction may be considered, but needs to be weighed against the risk of relapse. Lithium blood levels vary during pregnancy, require closer monitoring and dose adjustment as appropriate.

CBR If lithium is prescribed to a pregnant women/birthing parents, ensure that maternal blood levels are closely monitored and that there is specialist psychiatric consultation.

GPP If lithium is prescribed to a pregnant woman/birthing parent, monitor lithium levels carefully and adjust individual dose prior to and after delivery.

CBR Where possible, avoid the use of lithium in women/birthing parents who are breastfeeding.

6.4.3 Lamotrigine

Where a decision has been made to continue lamotrigine therapy during pregnancy, dose adjustment (increase) may be required, due to changing metabolism as pregnancy progresses, with significant variation in serum-level-to-dose ratios in pregnancy compared to postpartum. Caution regarding breastfeeding is required, with significant variations in levels reaching breastmilk, with relatively high infant exposure described (average 18%, varying 3-33%). While the majority of breastfed infants were not reported to have adverse outcomes, occasional adverse reactions have been described and it is recommended infants are monitored for apnoea, rash, drowsiness, poor sucking, and serum levels are considered if toxicity is a concern. In some instances, monitoring of platelet count, liver function and serum levels in the neonate may be appropriate. If a rash occurs, it is suggested breastfeeding should be discontinued until the cause of the rash is established. Use of lamotrigine is not contraindicated during breastfeeding.

CBR If prescribing lamotrigine to a woman/birthing parent who is breastfeeding, arrange close monitoring of the infant and specialist neonatologist consultation where needed.
Borderline personality disorder often co-exists with depression, anxiety and substance use disorders. It is associated with high risk of self harm and suicide. COPE evaluated a range of psychological and pharmacological therapies for women/birthing parents with BPD. See section 13 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting the recommendations. The SIGN guideline development group have reworded the good practice points to reflect inclusive language and the services available to people with BPD in Scotland.

### 7.1 Psychosocial and psychological therapies

**GPP** Healthcare professionals working with mothers/birthing parents with borderline personality disorder should have access to support and/or training in managing the symptoms and behaviours associated with borderline personality disorder that may pose a risk to the mother, baby or pregnancy, or to the mother's engagement with healthcare professionals and services offered.

**CBR** Provide trauma-informed care for women/birthing parents with borderline personality disorder.

**GPP** Advise women/birthing parents with borderline personality disorder, who are planning a pregnancy, of the additional challenges of parenting associated with their emotional dysregulation and symptoms of borderline personality disorder, and the importance of ongoing support during and after pregnancy.

**GPP** Where possible and appropriate, provide perinatal women/birthing parents with borderline personality disorder the opportunity to develop a shared formulation of the impact of pregnancy and parenthood on them, and their symptoms of borderline personality disorder. Where indicated this should facilitate access to individualised support and/or access to structured psychological therapies either specifically designed for borderline personality disorder, or for current comorbid mental health conditions, such as substance misuse disorders, anxiety or depression.

**GPP** Encourage pregnant or postnatal women/birthing parents with borderline personality disorder to develop and practice positive emotion regulation strategies. This could include access to psychoeducation, and/or training in emotion regulation techniques, such as relaxation, mindfulness exercises, or grounding practices.

### 7.2 Pharmacological therapies

Overall, pharmacological treatments do not appear to be effective in altering the nature and course of BPD. They may be useful in the short term in controlling more acute symptoms. The risks associated with the use of pharmacological treatments in the perinatal period are discussed in section 3.7. When prescribing for a woman/birthing parent with BPD consideration should be given to avoiding medications that may be lethal in overdose (because of the high risk of suicide) or are associated with substance dependence.
See section 13.3 of the COPE guideline for the evidence and rationale supporting these recommendations.

CBR | As far as possible, do not use pharmacological treatments as the primary therapy for borderline personality disorder, especially in pregnant women/birthing parents.

GPP | Consider pharmacological treatment for comorbidities in women/birthing parents with borderline personality disorder.
8 Implementing the guideline

8.1 Implementation

Implementation of national clinical guidelines is the responsibility of each NHS board, including health and social care partnerships, and is an essential part of clinical governance. Mechanisms should be in place to review care provided against the guideline recommendations. The reasons for any differences should be assessed and addressed where appropriate. Local arrangements should then be made to implement the national guideline in individual hospitals, units and practices.

Quality improvement methodologies can be used locally to implement the guidelines. The Quality Improvement Journey contains generic advice and tools to use quality improvement methods to support local implementation. NHS Education for Scotland also delivers the Scottish Improvement Leaders programme and Scottish Quality and Safety Fellowship programme to develop individuals to lead local implementation projects to improve the quality of care.

Areas identified at peer review that could help support implementation of the guideline include:

- consideration of the resource implications in the context of the national maternity strategy and the national maternity workforce tool
- a review of how statutory, community and third sector services align and are funded
- the development of best practice care plans
- consideration of how electronic records can be adapted to accommodate different screening tools
- a review of the provision of services to support women/birthing parents with BPD, and embed practice into local perinatal mental health referral pathways
- education and awareness raising to reduce stigma around perinatal mental health. This should include input from diverse people with lived experience.

The ANRQ screening tool is not widely used in NHSScotland at the moment. Training is required to equip healthcare professionals with the skills required to administer the tool and identify psychosocial risk factors.

NHS Education for Scotland provides the Perinatal Mental Health Training Framework and training plan,23 training on identifying suicide risk and developing a safety plan, and The National Trauma Training Programme. Staff training in these modules can support the implementation of the guideline.

8.2 Resource implications of key recommendations

No recommendations are considered likely to reach the £5 million threshold which warrants resource impact analysis.
9 Guideline development

9.1 Methodology

This guideline has been produced using methodology to adopt and adapt recommendations from other high-quality guidelines.

A search was conducted for other guidelines, published since 2019, which were selected against the following criteria:

- research questions aligned to the remit of this guideline, and
- an evidence review that included primary literature.

The guideline, Mental Health Care in the Perinatal Period: Australian Clinical Practice guideline, published by COPE, was the only guideline identified which matched the criteria. It scored highly when assessed using the Appraisal of Guidelines Research And Evaluation (AGREE II) tool.\(^28\)

The research questions relevant to the remit were adopted and a multidisciplinary guideline development group addressed each recommendation to consider whether it could be adopted verbatim or adapted, based on:

- the applicability of the recommendation to NHSScotland: for example, alignment with Scottish Medicines Consortium (SMC) advice, financial, human and other resource implications
- the impact of the recommendation on people and carers with lived experience in Scotland, and issues identified in the equality impact assessment.

Where a recommendation or good practice point was evidence based but not considered applicable, the recommendation was not included, or the text was revised to better reflect Scottish practice. Changes were discussed and agreed by the guideline development group.

The types of guidance included from COPE are:

- **evidence-based recommendation (EBR)** – a recommendation formulated after a systematic review of the evidence, with a clear linkage from the evidence base to the recommendation using Grading of Recommendations Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) methods
- **consensus-based recommendation (CBR)** – a recommendation formulated in the absence of quality evidence, after a systematic review of the evidence was conducted and failed to identify sufficient admissible evidence on the clinical question
- **good practice point (GPP)** – advice on a subject that is outside the scope of the search strategy for the systematic evidence review, based on expert opinion and formulated by a consensus process.

Details of the evidence review and evidence-to-decision making for the original recommendations are available from the COPE website: National Perinatal Mental Health Guideline – COPE. Explanations for any adaptations to the original recommendations are provided in sections 2–6. In sections where further advice was required recommendations have been included from other UK-based organisations, such as NICE.

SIGN acknowledges and thanks COPE for their generous agreement to use their guideline as the basis of this work.
9.2 Recommendations for research

The guideline development group identified the following areas where there was insufficient research to support an evidence-based recommendation:

- the experience of gestational or birthing parents who do not identify as women, who experience perinatal mental health conditions, and which therapies best suit their needs
- prevalence of psychological birth trauma
- studies into secondary prevention and management of people experiencing birth trauma and PTSD, including the benefits and harms of a 3-month ‘watch and wait’ period before referral for treatment
- validation studies for the Stirling Antenatal Anxiety Scale
- benefits of input from members of the wider multidisciplinary team, such as occupational therapists, speech and language therapists, and perinatal mental health nurses, in providing an holistic approach to care
- benefits of psychological therapies or approaches, in comparison with CBT or IPT, to address depression, anxiety or trauma in women/birthing parents in the perinatal period
- evidence on the safety of sedating antihistamines in pregnancy
- evidence on the safety of esketamine nasal spray in pregnancy
- trials on the safety of alpha-1-adrenergic antagonist prazosin in pregnancy and during breastfeeding
- trials on safety and monitoring requirements of using lithium in breastfeeding.

9.3 Review and updating

This guideline was issued in 2023 and will be considered for review in three years. The review history, and any updates to the guideline in the interim period, will be noted in the update report, which is available in the supporting material section for this guideline on the SIGN website: www.sign.ac.uk

Comments on new evidence that would update this guideline are welcome and should be sent to sign@sign.ac.uk.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADHD</td>
<td>attention deficit hyperactivity disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGREE</td>
<td>Appraisal of Guidelines Research And Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANRQ</td>
<td>Antenatal Risk Questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASD</td>
<td>autism spectrum disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPD</td>
<td>borderline personality disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPF</td>
<td>borderline personality features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBR</td>
<td>consensus-based recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBT</td>
<td>cognitive behavioural therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPE</td>
<td>Centre for Perinatal Excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBR</td>
<td>evidence-based recommendation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECT</td>
<td>electroconvulsive therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPDS</td>
<td>Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAD</td>
<td>generalized anxiety and depression questionnaire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIRFEC</td>
<td>Getting It Right For Every Child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMC</td>
<td>General Medical Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>general practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPP</td>
<td>good practice point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRADE</td>
<td>Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and Evaluations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL 4</td>
<td>Health for all children, 4th edition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD</td>
<td>International Classification of Diseases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPT</td>
<td>interpersonal therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPV</td>
<td>intimate partner violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LATNEM</td>
<td>Let’s All Talk North East Mums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>marketing authorisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBRACCE-UK</td>
<td>Mothers and Babies: Reducing Risk through Audits and Confidential Enquiries across the UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBU</td>
<td>mother and baby units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHRA</td>
<td>Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NES</td>
<td>NHS Education Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NICE</td>
<td>National Institute for Health and Care Excellence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCD</td>
<td>obsessive-compulsive disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIMHS</td>
<td>Parent Infant Mental Health Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMHCN</td>
<td>Perinatal Mental Health Clinical Managed Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTSD</td>
<td>post-traumatic stress disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCT</td>
<td>randomised controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHANARRI</td>
<td>safe, healthy, achieving, nurtured, active, respected, responsible and included indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGN</td>
<td>Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMC</td>
<td>Scottish Medicines Consortium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNRI</td>
<td>serotonin-norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSRI</td>
<td>selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCA</td>
<td>tricyclic antidepressant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKDILAS</td>
<td>UK Drugs in Lactation Advisory Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKTIS</td>
<td>UK Teratology Information Service</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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